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ABRASIVES
Quality and consistency that
you can trust.SELECT

VALUE AND PERFORMANCE
A Winning Combination

IMPACT PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS SELECT

ABRASIVES
Value means a competitively priced product that 
is also a quality product.  The IMPACT SELECT 
line of abrasives is offered exclusively through 
Mike & Jerry’s Paint and Supply and
meets our high standards of quality and
consistency to bring overall value 
to the bodyshop.  

Switching to 
an affordable, 
top-quality
sandpaper is a 
great way to 
increase
profits and 
productivity. 

Try it in your shop and see for yourself
what value we can bring to you.

Paint and Supply

New Orleans 504-736-9004  •  Baton Rouge 225-291-5177
Hammond 985-662-3354  •  Gulfport  228-864-8410

www.mikeandjerrys.com
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

❚  P-graded aluminum oxide abrasive; fast cut and long life with a consistent finish.

❚  Anti-loading coating; sandpaper will not clog; longer life and better cut.

❚  Strong paper backing; flexible on contours with a consistent finish.

ABRASIVES
Sticky Back: Disc Rolls, Continuous 
Rolls, and Longboard sheets.
Hook & Loop: Discs.

6” Sticky Back Disc Rolls
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Grit SELECT Part #

P500 1007

P400 1008

P320 1009

P240 1010

P220 1011

P180 1012

P150 1013

P120 1014

P80 1016

Pressure Sensitive Adhesive (PSA) discs on a roll offer the convenience of 
keeping the discs all together and handy for use on any job in the shop. 

6” Hook & Loop Discs

Grit 3” Disc Part # 6” Disc Part #

P1500 3007 -

P800 - 2005

P600 - 2006

P500 - 2007

P400 3013 2008

P320 3014 2009

P240 - 2010

P220 - 2011

P180 3017 2012

P150 3018 2013

P80 3021 2016

Hook & Loop discs actually keep the cutting surface cooler because air can circulate 
between the disc and the pad.  A cooler cut is a plus on thinner metals because it 
minimizes the chance of warping.  

100 Discs per roll / 4 rolls per case.

50 Discs per box / 4 boxes per case.

2-3/4” x 25 Yard Sticky Back Continuous Roll

Grit SELECT Part #

P400 1181

P320 1182

P240 1183

P220 1184

P180 1185

P150 1186

P120 1187

P80 1188

Pressure Sensitive Adhesive (PSA) rolls can be torn to any length to fit a 
block or file board so you have completely flexibility no matter what size 
the repair.  

1 Roll per pack / 5 rolls per case.

2-3/4” x 16-1/2” Sticky Back Longboard Sheets

Grit SELECT Part #

80 1179

40 1180

Longboard sheets are good for shaping and finishing body 
filler. An anti-loading agent keeps the feather-edging paper 
from getting clogged with filler. Heavy E weight.

25 Sheets per pack / 5 packs per case

SELECT
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

❚  High-performance abrasive; fast cut and consistent finish.

❚  Flexible bonding agent; strong, but resists wrinkling, cracking and tearing.

❚  Treated waterproof backing; soaking not needed, will not curl or deteriorate.

5-1/2” x 9” Waterproof Sheets Grit SELECT Part #

2000 4024

1500 4023

1200 4022

1000 4021

P800 4035

P600 4036

P500 4037

P400 4038

P320 4040

P220 4043

IMPACT SELECT waterproof sheets works great either wet 
or dry.  You get the same cut, no matter how you use it.  You 
can spritz or soak the paper when wet sanding. The built 
in curl resistance keep the paper flat and the product will 
not deteriorate, no matter how long you leave it in water. 
The A weight paper backing is super flexible and you can 
fold it without the bond cracking so you get a nice, smooth 
finish.  Engineered with a premium abrasive specifically for 
automotive finishes, this wet or dry sandpaper is ideal for 
water and color sanding.

50 Sheets per sleeve / 5 sleeves per case

ABRASIVES
Waterproof Sheets and 
Quick Change Grinding Discs

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

❚  Zirconia-alumina abrasive; fast, aggressive cut and very cool cutting.

❚  Strong-cloth backing; long life with reduces edge wear

2” and 3” Quick-Change Grinding Discs
These fast cutting zirconia-alumina discs are perfect for 
those hard to reach areas.  The “twist-on / twist-off” quick 
connect makes changeover fast so downtime is minimal. 
These discs can be used on any compatible back up pad.

25 Discs per box / 10 boxes per case.

Grit 2” Part # 3” Part #

50 1296 1306

36 1297 1307
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